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Madam Walker to Malcolm X at
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Swann, New York City
by Jeanne Schinto
The top lot of Swann's 13th annual sale of printed and manuscript
African-Americana on February 21 was an assembled unpublished
album containing large, original Currier & Ives chromolithographs
depicting African-Americans in stereotypical poses and situations.
About half of them were printed with a heavy oil-based ink that gives
extra depth to chromos like these. The group of 41 sold for $24,000
(includes buyer's premium), just under the low estimate.
That said, many far more interesting lots, while they did not go for as
much as the Currier & Ives images, hold much more signiTcance for the
African-Americana market and for history.
"It's an ever-expanding Teld," said Wyatt H. Day, founder of Swann's
one-man department. "You could liken it to the discovery of the Valley of
the Kings in Egypt, where we keep Tnding tombs, archaeological sites,
and so forth. It's just that. And what I and many others have been trying
to do is shed light on this extraordinary Americana."
Compare, for example, the Currier & Ives assemblage to the uplifting
single image of a 19th-century African-American congressman that
achieved $12,000. The Shackle Broken - By the Genius of Freedom, a
chromolithograph from the Reconstruction period, has at its center a
vignette of Robert B. Elliott (1842-1884). Elliott is shown in debate
before the United States House of Representatives, to which he was
elected along with three fellow African-Americans from South Carolina
in 1870. A civil rights bill was in contention. A guarantee of equal
treatment in all places of public accommodation to all people regardless
of their nativity, race, color, or religious or political persuasion, the bill
was passed on March 1, 1875.
Unfortunately, the law was not enforced, and the United States Supreme
Court declared it unconstitutional in 1883, introducing the era of
judicial Tghts for civil rights in cases such as Plessy v. Ferguson, Brown v.
The Board of Education, and so on. The next federal civil rights law was
not enacted until 1957, almost nine decades after Elliott's famous speech.
An important archive relating to another African-American politician of
the Reconstruction period achieved $19,200. It consists of over 600
pieces of correspondence received by Blanche K. Bruce (1841-1898) of
Mississippi, the Trst African-American to serve a full term as a U.S.
senator. Born into slavery, Bruce was tutored by his master's son. He
went on to become a planter, member of the Mississippi Levee Board,
sherif, and tax collector. According to the catalog, among the letters are
some with excellent political content from other notable AfricanAmericans of the day.
An archive that introduces us all to the Reverend R.A. Adams (18691946), an outspoken evangelical minister of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, sold for $21,600. The material dates from the 1890's
to 1940's while Adams served in Mississippi, Ohio, Tennessee, and
Canada. One would think sermons would predominate things here, but
that's not the case. Instead, there are hundreds of typescript pages of
Tction, poetry, essays, and miscellaneous writings, as well as selfpublished pamphlets with topics such as "Seeing White," "Making a
Fetish of White," "Racial Myopia," and "Black Mama Fixations."
Adams's critiques of the Negro church of the period are similarly
unstinting. At one point, Adams excoriates "Whangdoodle Evangelism,"
a syndrome he characterized as "Bible-beating, ultra emotionalism, pulpit
gymnastics, wearing ridiculous apparel," and the like. At its root, he
wrote, is "the minister with the itching palm."
"I would be surprised if something publishable didn't come from the
Adams material," said Day, citing the two major publications that have
come thus far from these auctions. One is Life of Omar ibn Said, the
earliest preserved Muslim manuscript written in the United States that
was sold in 1995 at Day's Trst sale to collector-dealer Derrick Beard. The
second is The Bondswoman's Narrative, bought in 2001 and published
in 2002 by Henry Louis Gates Jr., a Harvard professor and director of
the university's W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African
American Research.
A smaller archive that performed well was a 50-piece compilation of
materials relating to the American Negro Academy. It included typed
letters from Du Bois, Alain Locke, Arthur A. Schomburg, and other
great African-American minds of the period 1919 to 1921, and it sold for
$6720.
A larger 20th-century archive—over 100 pages of typed unpublished
manuscripts for what was named on a piece of a Tle folder "No Crystal
Stair, Life Ain't Been No Crystal Stair An Informal History of Negroes
in New York"—brought $6240. Compiled in the 1930's under the aegis
of the Works Progress Administration, it includes a Tve-page piece by
Ralph Ellison on the antislavery movement. Swann's catalog cites the
WPA project for which Ellison and others conducted interviews of New
Yorkers, but as far as the auction house could determine only "Hugh
Gellert's work on Negro Folk Songs and Negro Songs of Protest was ever
published as it appears here."
Where are these archives coming from? "They turn up in the most
unlikely places," said Day. "The WPA one was discovered by a friend of
mine, a good bookman, at a kea market in New York City within the last
twelve months. As my friend Charles Blockson [curator of the AfroAmerican Collection at Temple University in Philadelphia] one time
said, 'We don't know how deep the well is.'
"You can say that about almost any kind of research, but in the case of
African-Americana, so much got ignored or destroyed. There were sins
of commission and omission. You have things just squirreled away. My
additional original hope for this sale, besides establishing a market and
prices, was that it would coax stuf out of attics and dresser drawers,
which it has most efectively done."
This sale was followed by two days of Swann's third ofering of AfricanAmerican art. (See related story in M.A.D., May 2008, page 14-B.) Like
bidders at that sale, the participants at this one were choosy overall. That
seemed especially so when they were deciding among the art-related
items.
Thirteen letters from Henry Ossawa Tanner to fellow artist James Amos
Porter, along with related materials, sold for $10,800. A multi-item lot of
catalogs from contemporary African-American art exhibits, dating from
1921 to 1948, brought $4080. A single catalog from the exhibition The
Art of the American Negro (1851 to 1940), held in conjunction with the
American Negro Exposition in Chicago in 1940, sold for $2400.
Forty-four actual artworks consigned to this sale, however-prints,
etchings, lithographs, small sculptures, a few oils, and a shadow box-did
not do all that well as a group. Just six rose above auction estimates;
another nine were bought in.
Confounding any easy analysis, an art-related lot that doubled as a
theater-related lot (and was cataloged as the latter) delivered one of the
happiest surprise results of the sale. A 1940's photograph of actor
Frederick O'Neal (on left) and a man tentatively identiTed as Abram
Hill, cofounder with O'Neal of the American Negro Theatre, was
estimated at $350/500. Instead, it made $5040. Was it or wasn't it
because they were seated in front of an Aaron Douglas mural at the
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture in New York City? It's
a question only the bidders can answer.
A few other distinguished photographic lots are pictured in the
captioned highlights. They include a carte de visite showing AfricanAmerican soldiers standing with ex-slave contrabands taken sometime
before the Civil War battle at Yorktown in 1862.
A group of 19 Civil War-era letters to and from an African-American
family sold for $15,600. Fourteen of the letters were addressed to soldier
Western H. Moore, two were from him, and one was from his cousin
Thomas Brown. There were also two letters from comrades sent to
Moore via the family back home in Mercer County, Ohio. According to
the catalog, Moore was a farmer who joined the 55th Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry, an outTt that was raised at the same time and saw
much of the same action as the far more celebrated 54th.
A letter from another member of the 55th sold for $3840. The message
was from Robert M. King to his father, Joshua. In carefully formed block
letters with some script, King wrote in part, "Father I want you to try +
write little oftener then you doe write. Every week it is all the
Consolation A Soldier has is to get letters from his Parriants + friends
and loveers [sic]." According to Thomas T. Moebs's Black Soldiers, Black
Sailors, Black Ink, King rose to the rank of sergeant, then was killed
carrying the colors at the battle of Honey Hill, South Carolina, on
November 30, 1864.
A letter signed by Christian Fleetwood, a sergeant major of the 4th U.S.
Infantry, sold for $6960. Fleetwood (1840-1914) was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor for bravery at the battle of Chapin's (also
known as Chaqn's) Farm in 1864. Only six other African-American
soldiers out of 200,000 enlistees were so honored. Fleetwood's letter tells
of the freeing of over 500 contrabands, 50 of them being his own rescues.
The earliest item that sold was a handwritten bill of sale for a "Negro boy
named Ki," who became the property of Samuel Forbes of Connecticut
in 1771. Forbes, active in the iron industry and at one time a business
partner of Ethan Allen, eventually freed his slaves and made his home a
way station on the underground railroad. The boy is described as about
18 years old; the sum paid for him was "Tfty-Tve pounds Lawful money."
The single 6" x 7 3/8" sheet, written in the hand of Ki's seller, Abraham
Hollebeck, fetched $2880.
Among the books and periodicals that made signiTcant prices was a 24issue run of The Non-Slaveholder, 1846-47, published in Philadelphia; it
brought $3840. An extremely rare Ida B. Wells-Barnett booklet, The
Arkansas Race Riot, published in 1919, fetched $13,200. "She was a
major, major force in feminism, in the anti-lynching movement, and so
forth, and her stuf is unaccountably scarce," said Day. "I've had only
three Wells pamphlets in the thirteen years of this sale."
A 1956 issue of Moslem World & The U.S.A. that includes a very early
article by Malcolm X fetched $4080. The cover image shows Malcolm X
with Elijah Muhammed.
A Charleston, South Carolina, broadside for an estate sale of 284 "Prime
Rice Field Negroes" made $6960. The 1848 event was unusual for
stipulating that the slaves be sold only in family groups, perhaps a request
of the late owner or his heirs. One detail shouldn't fail to jar any
contemporary auction-goer: the prices were inked next to each "lot."
For more information on this or next year's sale, which will take place as
always during Black History Month, contact Swann at (212) 254-4710 or
see (www.swanngalleries.com).

The image is titled “Group of Contrabands in front of Allen’s
Farmhouse near Williamsburg Road.” The carte de visite (approximately
2" x 3") was made before the Civil War battle of Yorktown. With a Brady
Gallery label on its reverse, this example, cataloged as “superb,” sold for
$3360 (est. $800/1200). A similar photo can be seen on the Internet at
(www.americancivilwar.com/statepic/va/va009.html).
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